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May Fourth New Culture, one of the most important cultural phenomena in 
modern China, has exerted a great influence on Chinese culture. Its acceptance and 
inheritance in Taiwan is an important part of this phenomenon. This dissertation will 
divide Taiwan’s “May Fourth” subject into the following three categories: KMT 
official writers, elite writers and folk writers. With “May Fourth New Literature 
Paradigm” as the key point, this dissertation will analyze the inheritance of May 
Fourth spirit in Taiwan literary circles from the early postwar period to the 1970s.  
May Fourth New Culture has played an important role in recovering Kuomintang 
government-led culture. In the 1950s and 1960s, with the purpose to maintain the 
legitimacy of Kuomintang’s “Confucian orthodoxy”, the official writers either 
adhered to the “May Fourth causing troubles theory” or transformed May Fourth New 
Culture into an anti-communism tool.  
In the process of pursuing westernization of literature and culture, the elite 
writers, such as Bai Xianyong, Jixian and Zheng Chouyu, draw the innovative spirit 
from May Fourth New Culture. Li Ao, Lei Zhen and Yin Haiguang inherited the 
Enlightenment and anti-authoritative spirit of “May Fourth”, which is contrary to 
Kuomintang’s official “May Fourth” discourse. The folk writers insisted on the 
progressive realism, attaching their literature closely to the folk world, catching 
realistic scenes, and inherited the May Fourth essence of “art for life’s sake”. 
The proposal of “nationalization of literature” and “literalization of the national 
language” put forward by May Fourth pioneers has been successfully developed with 
the help of Wei Jiangong, He Rong, and the provincial writers of Taiwan, who have 
overcome the language barrier. Taiwan local writers, such as Wu Zhuoliu, Huang 
Chunming, Zhong Lihe and Zhong Zhaozheng, have developed the Enlightenment 
theme and the realistic spirit of “art for life’s sake”, which are the essence of May 
Fourth New Culture. The concept of “human literature” has been inherited in 
contemporary Taiwan culture with the help of literary publications such as Free China 
and Literature magazine, as well as literature created by female writers such as Lin 
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应，20 世纪 20 年代的《台湾青年》、《台湾》、《台湾民报》、《台湾日日新报》等
报刊曾先后多次发表介绍中国大陆新文学运动的文章，例如《台湾民报》1923
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